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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call Line
[PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number picks up whichever line is available.

B Conference Call:
C Skype:

1-213 -342-3000

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

D Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
•
•
•
•

● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Current Program Archives
Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “More Archives”
Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one being at the top.
You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/ look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II
A
B

C

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 213 - 342- 3000;

PIN 9467441#

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype
Wednesdays:
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7:00 – 9:00 EST

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

D'Yanna

Housekeeping:

Tara

BBS:

Thank you!

• A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• We need $400 to cover this week & last! Many thanks for all contributions and blessings!
• Needs everyone of us to donate something, would like to hear from all on the call.
• What we hear and learn feeds our minds and our souls!
• Go to BBS.com/Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS, or the one for
Thursday night: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to someone else's
archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• A check to BBS means all of the money you send is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.

T & R: • have $650 towards the rent [$1000] - asking for help with the rest.
• Can donate via the Paypal button on the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
• Please notify them if you're sending something:

koran999@hotmail.com

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert:

317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well! [Once T & R have moved.]
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too

Hard News:
T: Tom the Ring-tailed Cat: the whole story around Ferguson was pre-meditated – the cops, the
prosecutors, some levels of government before this ever happened .
• the police hand-picked the boy and told the officer to be sure and get him in the car!
• That did not happen – but he was also told to get the boy dead!
• And a British national cutting off the head of an American Journalist!
R: as D'yanna said there are also many miracles happening!
T: Tom the Cat said that the 5th Element is involved in this: yes, we have the responsibility to push president
Obama and we do it with more meditation, more awareness of the deeper truths of what is here,
more prayer – we need to bring more people to this kind of awareness.
• T & R are getting stuff ready about their show, and BBS is going to spread the word about this show all
over the rest of the BBS programs
• Laurence O'Donnell, on Wed pm, said in response to a lawsuit to the ACLU, the St Louis County Police
released an incident report which said nothing essentially: just that it was a homicide and gave the
name of the victim. The time was on it which means the report not filed until 10 days AFTER THE
INCIDENT!
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• the police et al pre-meditated this because they had plans to create an incident a lot bigger than this and
get a lot of people rioting so they could shoot and kill more & then declare martial Law
R: there are stories coming from Rumour Mills and other places: yes, they are petrified about what is about
to happen; it is about the cat showing up – their momma is bad, she's black and she's beautiful.
• It is not about revolutionary energy, but the original energy: Mother is the original Empress of the
Moabite Aboriginal Nation – brings up the anima / animus, primordial energies, the powers of
creation, the masculine and the feminine
• The story in our face right now is from y are the Powers That are No More:
• they want to create a scenario that ends up as Martial Law; they want to create another war, they
want to spread Ebola, and they want to use the ISIL group to create another 9/11 by Sept 11 –
ACTUALLY, They want to take out the President and his entire family! This is what reptiles do when
they are terrified!
R: asked “When?”
Tom: if I tell you, then the timelines change and then we are both up shit creek, so I cannot tell you!
• I won't take your hand but I will show you: here is how:
• “it's tag, we're it” - what to do – get in the face of our elected officials and, say with all due
respect, sir, it is time to get the clarity and accountability in order – and make sure you are in a
walking meditation at all times
T: The policeman did not write or file the incident report – he is supposed to do this immediately after
the incident: his lawyer told him not to!
• When the ACLU pressed them for the incident report, the COUNTY police wrote the report!
• It had nothing on it – indicated it was filed on the 19th, 10 days after Michael Brown was killed.
James Cavanaugh: it's a blank – contains nothing but the victim's name, the time and location, nothing
else. No circumstances around the incident – when you have a homicide on your beat, you have to
write a long, detailed report. What the first witnesses say, you write it down & include in the report
• you list the witnesses and all kinds of information.
• Once you are done on the scene, you go to the office and write a LONG report!
• the whole situation cries for the DoJ to take the case – something has to happen here.
Laurence: so far, the police dep't is textbook for a bad shooting, something they do not want you to see.
Lisa: when the officer goes into the Grand Jury, he has the advantage of knowing what happened and not
having shared it with anyone else; he can listen to what everyone says and make up a story &
present anything he wants to the Grand Jury!
• The officer DID NOT HAVE A FRACTURED forehead, just a few bruises
• All kinds of information is just not available that should be available
Cavanaugh: It would be easy for the police dep't to give out the results of the hospital visit: when there is
trouble getting information, that means the information is not good!
Liz Browne: has never seen anything like this case before; has never seen, either, the fact that the
potential defendant is being invited to walk into the Grand Jury and present his case? No
Prosecutor seeking an indictment ever invites someone in to argue his case.!
• It may very well be that Darren Wilson has testified before this Grand Jury before on another
case; so there is the potential for the issuing of an indictment on a man who might have some
credibility with the Grand Jury and they have to decide if they are going to do that.
Laurence: a very strange case
http://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word

The Last Word With Lawrence O'Donnell 08/21/14

(1) As Lawrence predicted, no incident report
St. Louis County prosecutors office confirmed that Ferguson PD didn’t file a report after the
shooting death of Michael Brown. Our panel joins Lawrence [Lisa Bloom, Liz Browne, James
Cavanaugh]
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(2) New witness’s crucial info in Brown shooting
Michael Brady, a new eyewitness to the Michael Brown shooting, describes moments leading up to
shooting. He gives those details to Lawrence O’Donnell.
T: talks about the 3rd witness who took pictures from an apartment window
WILL BE COMPLETED AFTER THE CONFERENCE CALL
Conference Call:
C1: was talking to two journalists who shut down when the caller told them about Hillary as Hitler's
granddaughter – where could she get the proof of that?
T: will never get it - same as the subpoenas: there is no back up for any of this until AFTER THE FACT.
• Remind them that Angelca Merkel is her cousin!
• The information about Angelca being daughter of Hitler is accessible
• Hillary is from the duPonts on her mother's side, one of the 13 families - the truth about the father
is never told!
• Bill's father is Winthrop Rockerfeller – his mother's brother-in-law [his uncle]
• George Bush Jr – father is JFK Sr – done by petrie dish!
• Jimmy Carter's father is Joseph Kennedy [ie, he's a Kennedy]
T: Faction 2 does not have and cannot have any tie in with Faction 3 –
• as Tom the Cat said today, if I told you more than I did, we'd change the timelines. Rama knows
better than to change the timeline, but he's been there
• Faction 2 is our Congress, and the military & this includes the good, the bad and the ugly;
• to tell them the outcome before the outcome comes? Then you are violating the Prime
Directive about not interfering with a civilization's development when they have to figure out
things for themselves
T: they fell out of power 23 weeks ago – they have been doing fraud since that time
C1: still looking for information on F 3 people
T: Sam Seder is F 3 but he has a gag order and if he says too much, he gets dead.
• Rama CAN GO FURTHER BECAUSE HE HAS NO GAG ORDER!
C1: is there info on the Alien Contact Intelligence Organization [ACIO]?
T: this is 38 levels above the president which means no one below that gets access.
• This president has access BECAUSE HE WENT TO MARS AND OTHER PLACES WHEN HE
WAS 18
• Andrew Basiago has been on the George Noory show; he was in the Pegasus Project and
identified that Obama went to Mars- it is about 6 hours long
C2: Laura Eisenhauer knows about this too
T: And there is The Hyper Dimensional Election of Barack Obama – 2.5 hours by Richard Hoagland
• He brings 19.5* energy to the White House, a very high vibration which we need to move upwards
• The whole design for divine governance is brought by NESARA
T: the way that each person gets $10 million is no business of other people – IT IS TRUE!
• The 2nd month after NESARA is enacted, there will be a re-valuation – the $10 million will be worth
$100 million
• By 2023, we won't need money any more – there might be some things
• Richard Wolffe said it's a funny thing about people involved in capitalism – all the “isms” have
only lasted for 200- 300 years, and capitalism has been here for 200 years – time for
capitalism to go, and people are protesting, wanting to keep it
• a whole lot of people will be leaving, moving to another planetary systems because they are so
much into the programming that they cannot accept anything else
• As we progress, we help them move forward too
• Cities of Light – some are / will be under the ocean, some are/ will be very high above: these will
house the elders who are the bio-transducers, living in the 5th dimension
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• then there will be a medium level of Cities of Light – those who have worked through the patterns
of discipline and beyond the “mine is the right religion” - at the Initiate level – the Nazarene
Essene teachings will come into play [not the Quamran Essene teachings]
C3: asking for a review of what happened in Iraq with the journalists
T:
• Lindsay Graham, John McCain, Bandar Bush funded the entire affair
• David Cameron is in the mix – they funded the British national who cut his head off
• Jim Foley was abducted in 2012; was in Syria – the 2nd reporter is also in Syria
• in August, the US went into a site where the journalists were supposed to be – as Graham,
McCain, Bandar Bush knew what was going to happen, they told the ISIS ones who then
moved the journalists!
T reads the article with the name of the treasonists:
[SEE BELOW]
• when Bush lowered the taxes for the wealthy, each member of Congress got $1 billion!
• in response to a question: yes, some Democrats are as bad as the Republicans – there are only
64 good members and they are all Democrats
• http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/11/25/1258263/-Eric-Cantor-GOP-Leaders-Plot-to-Sabotage- USEconomy-in-Secret-Meeting
[SEE BELOW]
BBS
Mother Sekhmet
T; Pray love, pray peace, pray joy; pray that it is here now – the highest good that we can imagine
and the energy of Mother that embraces all of us
• Ma'at – reverse the syllables and you get Atma – the ascended state of the monadic state of
pure, unity consciousness, the state where there is no negative – as we all work with that
attainment together, the state of Ma'at exists which is the future self of Mother where we all work in
unity consciousness and in peace.
T: we ask that the denouement of the Kali Yuga happen quickly!
Greetings, Children of Ra!
• In the Light of the Most Radiant One, and in the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of the Christ, we
invoke the loving energy of St Germain and the Violet Flame
• Indeed the time is nigh: we have the power of love to change this story now to one of love and not of war
• Now is the time when all the folks have said Step up to what you have the power to do. It is that place:
you are in the midst of such ecstatic transformation of the planet and her inhabitants. Your friends
with the 4 legs will begin to talk and walk along side you. You won't need a Whisperer / interpreter.
• There is a story out there: we are all One. The telepathic universal language called Solex Mal – we all
speak it, all the kingdoms - it is the universal tongue – what is happening in the electrical atomic
structure down to the microscpic particles called protons, electrons; they listen and hear the call of
the one hand clapping that is the nature of the business of this day
• even those ones we call call the darkest of the dark – they also hear the thunderous call of
that hand clapping; part of the nature of what makes up this Universe which has said time for
qpeace, time for joy.
• Yes, we are looking through the eyes in these temples of the living god, and it very much looks
like Mordor walking forever through the valley of the shadow of death
• there s a movie called Zombie Nation or something – of course, when we play with scalar
frequencies which we are made of, and we play with technology substances that alter the
chemistry of this temple and we are not in the right consciousness, we will lose it:
• if we are not conscious of what we are doing in each second and they are looking for that one
second we are not awake and aware
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• The intensity of the last moments of this super moon leading up to the last super moon – one more is
coming in September
• It is about the facts of the matter: all matter, anti – matter. Since it is all a matter of the mind at
hand here, it would be in our interests to use super consciousness, Atma – this place of the high
heart: where we were supposed to be activated in since the time we came here & we forgot!
• now we are in a crash course on how to get to the high heart
• People are looking at the depths of Mordor every day they put on the transmission box, there is no
truth; maybe are only 3 or so telling the truth – like Abby Martin on a good day when she is not
bashing Mr 19.5* about drones –
• yet it not him, but the cadre of criminals around him, at his behest, knowing full well that ultimately
they would fall due to their addiction to power without love: they care not one atom for our
existence, only what they can make make on our death
• as Mr Spock would say, it is illogical for them to care about you, and therefore you are excess
trash that must be emptied! [They genetically engineered themselves out of that one! (love)]
• In the midst of this love them even more – it may sound ridiculous yet it is the key
T: The Shield of Hope has gathered over $200.000 for Darren Wilson because they feel sorry for him
Mo: She knows of many others who are justly in need – what is the first law that the Man with the Plan
taught – the least among us
of course they would crucify Michael Brown for their own dark deeds WHICH IS CANCELLED
• all of this is their very terrifed actions, as we are already in the midst of that surrounding our
planet and that which is coming in:
• there is a visitor coming into this neck of the solar system – has a rendezvous with that point on
Mars: Richard Hoagland speaks about this – there is something – the final cotter pin in the whole –
• we are already out matched, out gunned and out witted - if they were to de-cloak, there would
be so many ships, we would not see the sky, WE WOULD ONLY SEE SHIPS.
• It is not about invasion, but about the request of the earth and us who have asked for help
• the real call of duty is serving this planet as Warriors for Peace – that is how it is completed.
• The timelines have changed; we are in the final few seconds where something radically shifts
• It is called WE the People when something happens that galvanizes things into one Unified Field
• it is about the Mahdi, the Maitraya showing up: no accident that the entire Islamic world is ready
for this – it is not about jihadi but about the Boddisatva Vow
• Out of the tear comes this One who represents that energy of Quan Yin with Buddha that changes the
entire story now; Maitraya, the Buddha comes and it changes the entire landscape; they would wish
to call him anti Christ but it is not that but about fulfilling the story
• According to the fake completion, the contrived country of Israel has created the Book of
Numbers, ending the story; Revelations – the Mahdi comes and it is not about Armageddon, but
about the Rainbow Bridge which has already manifested on this planet
• Why are the indigo crystal children always talking about rainbows, and use the rainbow to
represent the LGBT and all humanity – it is because there are 12 rays + the 13 th called platinum
- It takes all 12, 13 of us to complete the circle / cycle
T: how much more of this? Can we end this now?
Mo: it is about a small group of life forms who are so xenophobic they want to separate themselves from
the rest: you want to be xenophobic you can hang out with her in the void:
• xenophobic means to be so isolated from contact that you have your own universe
T: but then you have to feed off everyone else to exist
Mo: they choose to go to the Dark Rift of their own volition because they are without conscience – it is
about their own process of the force which they have chosen to follow. Enshallah – let them go their
way
• The rest of us are on active duty, healing this earth and ourselves from how many eons? Since the
beginning: it is only about the place of coming from the high heart with love for others who might
spit on us as they choose, like what is being said about . . .
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T: they see something on TV that is funny
Mo: Andy Griffiths needs a bazooka to take on Goddess and the Annunaki warriors!
• it is the story which is science fiction which is science fact.
T: from some Hindu traditional info she learned that Kali Yuga embraces both the Aquarian and Piscean
Age – they still believe that in the tradition writings - where did that come
from?
Mo: Breaking the Set: every one has a thought that they know the way: she comes in and shatters the
illusion by coming as the 5th element, the naqual, that people have when they think they have
figured out
T: how could we live through this for another yuga?
Mo: NO MORE – YOU ARE ALREADY IN SAT YUGA!
• this is the real story – what we are sitting in is the maya, the real illusion where we hear
the sound of one hand clapping, and the ripple as one drop of water falls into the pond and the
noise it makes is like the sound of Niagara Falls in your ear, it is so loud!
• The one eyed transmission box has people's attention with its latest thing – a new g-string! - makes no
sense. It is about the fact that we are all one!
• At this moment, she says if we must know, there is another reality unless we really have bought the
electric Kool Aid that was laced with cyanide! Wake the f*** up!
T: we just listened to the first half of Bobby Kennedy Jr's riff on giving babies vaccines with mercury in them
before they even get started; said that the only thing more dangerous is radioactive plutonium
Mo: why do you thing the Pentagon has given all the police forces across the country their excess
equipment: It has depleted uranium in it - they are getting radiated with it all, the clothing, the
equipment, the bullets
T: even people with private guns
Mo: the dark ones know that with a few twists of knobs on their craft, they can remove the radiation
T: we are in Sat Yuga and that is done with now
Mo: this is ended: time to talk about ecstasy
T: you guys and the Ashtar Command said you were going to stop all this – how about it?
Mo: Mr Clean is here
• We are erasing the timelines
• Now is the time to wake up: tag, we are it as we are the ones on active duty to change the course
of the Ship of State, right in this moment
T: you can tell it has to be this way because they have such ugly plans
Mo: they want to stack bodies up like firewood and set them on fire: this has been cancelled
T: as a sister was asking, has people who would like to know where they find the proof that all this exists?
Mo: It exists in the Wingmaker Caves in Chaco Canyon; and you need to get past the force fields to get
into the caves in the canyon
T: slept there for 4 nights – she was in a different dimension for sure
T: one near Santa Fe, the one in AZ, another one she was at: she met the people all dressed in white, from
Kenya, asking where she came from, and they walked the canyon in bare feet
Mo: Now is the time that what we have asked for is being made manifest in our physical reality
• we are god men and god women, and we have the ability to understand, overstand – what we we
think shows up instantly – keep the tongue pure, the thoughts pure - focus on the Mighty I AM
decrees – it changes the vibration in us
T: in the article about the Yugas – the age of innocence is one with the Divine & self-realization is present in
every thing; then another yuga manifests and the silver age when the power of truth was
weakened to ¾ of its strength & the being became weak
Mo: These are stories from the different vegas - someone else talked about this: the copper, silver, bronze,
gold ages having to do with enlightenment for humanity
• in the golden age, we are immortal and the temples last for as long as we wish, until we want to
change bodies
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T: the copper age was when man worshipped god in the form [from the Hindu writings]
• Now we are in the finish like of the Kali Yuga, the Dark Age, the Machine Age
• 432,000 human years of the Kali Yuga – which is about the time the Annunaki came in and
degraded our DNA to the point where they could control us.
• We are finished with the 4 cycles Mo: That is why she says that we passed through one version of the Mayan calendar; on the other side,
earth and the people are not going to go through what was seen in the I AM America maps – yet at
the same time, there is still a lot to be done, as Bernie Sanders always says
• It is about righting the ship of state as well as our consciousness
• We are all equal regardless of what colour we are! The 12 rainbow rays make up the joy, the
beauty
T: then square that: there are 12 within each 12 – quite a few dimensions out there!
Mo: There are places in the Universe of Nebadon not yet discovered with the Hubble telescope, where
people have never known war – they wish to come here as emissaries of peace and teach us the
magic of the single thought form energy and we can create universes like we all know how to do
T: reads more from the writings: each wheel overlaps the other and the shape of the infinity is formed
when they turn
• As we can pass this test, we can do anything: when it began, the Age of Darkness had a head
start – they had ¾ of the energy, and only ¼ of the light, the truth was revealed - and we had to
work with that!
• So we can cancel going through another yuga in the Kali Yuga, right?
Mo: Affirmative, Commander!
T: We are entering Virgo, the virgin purity
Mo: it is about love and how we get through this with divine humour!
T: finally let 100 of the 180 Russian trucks went across the border in place where Kiev did not stop them
• had only food, water, sleeping bags – no guns, etc
Mo: because of the nature of what makes up this reality construct . . .
T: talks about the story that was made up; people now know what is going on
Mo: all this is orchestrated: wish to create a firestorm of confusion so no one knows what is up
• Meditate every day, do your Decrees daily – this changes the reality as much as they want to play
with the scalar stuff – the Office of the Christ energy is more powerful than the dark energy
T: pointing out that tear gas does harm to the body, yet they used it for 5 nights in a row – and the police
wore gas masks. [Ferguson]
Mo: send them love, walk the razor's edge, be true Jedis!
Kadoish, Kadoish, Kadoish
Rama: was on Saturn, looking at some kind of council meeting concerning the situation in the Middle East
and in the US; he observed one of the galactic councillors giving a dissertation on how to heal the
most egregious acts that the US is doing as the aggressors
• As Jeremy Scahill says, we are the ones creating the darkness.
• All the legions, legions upon legions, of the ships are all here – these ones are shit out of luck –
love them as they leave!
T: talks of Dorian who walked with Michael Brown – he was interrogated for 4 hours, and he was essentially
forced to say that he and Michael walked into the convenience story and took the cigarillos
• this whole story has to be stripped down to the truth.
R: there are so many gadzillions and gadzillions of ships surrounding our atmosphere that when they
decloak, Homer will have something to talk about – and we will be the counsellors who just say
“Gotta chill, dude!”
T: the Russian young people in their shorts have the courage to just drive through the border and pass out
the food & other things
R: and they call this an invasion! What do you have – James Madison and the others who asked what
have you got when you have people standing around with sidereal weapons? Need Master Yoda
and Obi Wan to save the day – and that's us, folks!
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T: continues with the rest of the story about Michael Brady, the new witness, and what he saw the day that
Michael Brown was killed – from The Last Word of MSNBC on August 21st
This is a heavy duty confirmation of what happened!
Audio: Conversations with Great Minds – Thom Hartmann interviews Robert Kennedy Jr.
President of Waterkeeper Alliance, Senior Attorney for NRDC, Chief Prosecuting Attorney for
Hudson Riverkeeper
As he went around the country, women kept telling him the biggest source of mercury was from vaccines.
Took him a while to get up to speed
Thimerosal: Let the Science Speak: The Evidence Supporting the
Immediate Removal of Mercury—a Known Neurotoxin—from Vaccines
Hardcover – August 4, 2014
From New York Times bestselling author Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., comes a
science-based call for the immediate removal of the dangerous mercurycontaining preservative Thimerosal from vaccines.
Over a decade ago, following a sharp rise in developmental disorders such
as autism and ADHD, the mercury-containing preservative Thimerosal was
widely believed to have been eliminated from vaccine supplies in the
United States and abroad. However, dangerous quantities of Thimerosal
continue to be used, posing a significant threat to public health and leading
to a crisis of faith in vaccine safety.
In this groundbreaking book, Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., examines the research
literature on Thimerosal and makes a very clear statement about its
potentially dangerous effects. In the past, the CDC, FDA, NIH, and AAP, as
well as the US Congress, the American Academy of Family Physicians, the
US Department of Agriculture, the European Medicines Agency, and the
California Environmental Protection Agency have expressed concerns over
the use of Thimerosal in vaccines. But despite the many voices calling for action, the media and policy
makers have repeatedly failed to adequately address the issue.
Now, with Thimerosal: Let the Science Speak, the science supporting the elimination of this toxic
chemical from the world’s vaccine supplies, and its replacement with already available safer alternatives, is
all in one place. Making this change should increase vaccination rates by restoring the trust of concerned
parents in the vaccine program—a program that is so vitally important to public health.

AUDIO: Max Keiser

Episode 642

August 18, 2014

http://img.rt.com/files/episode/2c/28/40/00/keiser1908_480p.mp4?event=download
In this episode of the Keiser Report, Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert ask why, if fracking is so
great, is it a state secret? A UK government report looking at the economic consequences in rural
Britain is so heavily redacted that none are allowed to know the third “major social impact” the
fracking process may cause. They also discuss one energy analyst’s call for fracking as the
‘dotcom bubble’ of our age. In the second half, Max interviews an activist from Germany, Lars
Maehrholz, who has seen tens of thousands across Germany attend his weekly Stop the Fed
rallies.
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Audio: Max Keiser

Episode 643

August 21, 2014 13:30

http://img.rt.com/files/episode/2c/48/80/00/kr2108_480p.mp4?event=download
In this episode of the Keiser Report, Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert imagine a 3D-printed lawyer
glut and bankers having their way with subprime mortgage bonds and then dumping them on
unsuspecting pension funds. In the second half, Max interviews Jim Rickards, author of “Currency
Wars” and “The Death of Money,” about the financial environment looking a whole lot like 1987
when markets tumbled by 22 percent in a day. They also discuss whether San Diego leveraging
up on risk, or Japan running out of steam, could be the trigger for the big sell-off.

Audio: Thom Hartman – Conversations with Great Minds
The Rise of Suburban Poverty

2014, Aug 22

Tonight’s “Big Picture Rumble” discusses white privilege in America, the cell phone video of
the St. Louis police murder and whether a GOP Senate candidate in Iowa is running ON
Obamacare. In tonight's “Conversations with Great Minds" Thom talks about the state of the
economy and suburban poverty with Economics Professor and Author Richard Wolff
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OFVihbu7Uo&list=UUY8x1K2FMBw-jmWCPbcHEg
Reading: D'yanni Ywahoo

Learning Cherokee Ways

Closing:
Audio: Robert Bly - #3
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2013, Nov 25

Eric Cantor & GOP Leaders Plot to Sabotage US Economy in Secret Meeting

by keepemhonest
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/11/25/1258263/-Eric-Cantor-GOP-Leaders-Plot-to-SabotageUS-Economy-in-Secret-Meeting
I think we should all remember that on January 20, 2009 (inauguration day) GOP House Leaders & GOP
Senators plotted to sabotage the US Economy with Newt Gingrich and GOP Propaganda Minister Frank
Luntz.
Here are the Facts:
FACT 1. In Robert Draper's book, "Do Not Ask What Good We Do: Inside the U.S. House of
Representatives" Draper wrote that on inauguration night, 2009, during a four hour, "invitation only"
meeting with GOP Hate-Propaganda Minister, Frank Luntz, the below listed Senior GOP Law Writers
literally plotted to sabotage, undermine and destroy America's Economy.
FACT 2: Draper wrote the guest list included:
The Guest List:
Frank Luntz - GOP Minister of Propaganda
Rep. Paul Ryan (R-WI)
Rep. Eric Cantor (R-VA)
Rep. Kevin McCarthy (R-CA),
Rep. Pete Sessions (R-TX),
Rep. Jeb Hensarling (R-TX),
Rep. Pete Hoekstra (R-MI)
Rep. Dan Lungren (R-CA),
Sen. Jim DeMint (SC-R),
Sen. Jon Kyl (AZ-R),
Sen. Tom Coburn (OK-R),
Sen. John Ensign (NV-R) and
Sen. Bob Corker (TN-R).
Non-lawmakers present Newt Gingrich - Failed GOP candidate for President
I'd like to know:
1) Why are media outlets continuing to interview these GOP Leaders who literally plotted, in secret, to
undermine the United States?
2) Why are no media outlets demanding each one of these GOP leaders explain their involvement of
plotting to undermine the US Economy?
FACT 3: Newt Gingrich confirms meeting took place in an interview with Al Sharpton's Politics Nation on
June 12, 2012
SHARPTON: In fact, let`s go to a book that Mr. Draper wrote about the night of the
inauguration. There was a meeting at a hotel near the inaugural ball, about a mile away ... He
writes about that night the plan was to show united and unyielding opposition to the president`s
economic policies ... And Draper writes that you told the group -- you, Newt Gingrich, "You will
remember this day...you will remember this day the seeds of 2012 were sown."
If there was a commitment from day one, before he ever took a seat behind the desk of the
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Oval Office, that everyone was going to obstruct him, then what he`s done has been almost
unbelievable, against those kind of odds, Speaker Gingrich.
NEWT: The first is, it was an important meeting and I was glad and honored to be part of
it ... I said to Callista when we left the wall -- because we were at the Capitol for the inaugural.
As we left, I said, you know, if he sticks to the kind of moderation and bipartisanship he`s been
describing, he will split the Republican Party. He`ll govern like Eisenhower and he`ll get reelected. Now this is -- this is the inaugural day.
SHARPTON: I`m glad you admit you had it.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yd0fVf5CsCc&feature=player_embedded
FACT 4: Two months after Paul Ryan's covert meeting where they plotted to sabotage the US Economy,
in March 2009, Rep. Pete Sessions said Republicans should follow the model of the Taliban in its
battles against President Obama.
In the March 2009 interview with National Journal Rep Sessions said:
"Taliban Insurgency, we understand perhaps a little bit more because of the Taliban.
Insurgency is the way they went about systematically understanding how to disrupt and
change a person's entire processes. And these Taliban -- is an example of how you go
about to change a person from their messaging to their operations to their frontline message.
And we need to understand that Insurgency may be required when [dealing with] the
other side"
~Rep Pete Sessions, March 2009 to National Journal
Rep Pete Sessions went on to say:
"If they [democrats] do not give us those options or opportunities then we will then become
Insurgency ... I think Insurgency is a mindset and an attitude that we're going to have to
search for and find ways to get our message out and to be prepared to see things for what they
are, rather than trying to do something about them"
FACT 5: Also, at the January 20, 2009 meeting they plotted to suddenly stop supporting any Stimulus
Legislation, even though, they all supported Bush/Cheney Stimulus legislation.
At the meeting, Rep Kevin McCarthy said,
"We've gotta challenge them on every single bill."
"Show united and unyielding opposition to the president’s economic policies."
FACT 6: Remember, these same Republican members of Congress supported the very Bush/Cheney
policies that caused America to teeter on the brink of the 2nd Great Depression and caused the 2007 US
Economic Meltdown.
Here's how they all voted:
-- "Yes" to Bush/Cheney January 2008 Stimulus
-- "Yes" to Bush/Cheney bailing out Bear Stern
-- "Yes" to Bush/Cheney bailing out AIG
-- "Yes" to Bush/Cheney TARP (sept 2008)
-- "Yes" to Bush/Cheney TARP (oct 2008)
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And these same Republican members of Congress:
Supported Bush/Cheney keeping cost of two wars out of the Budget.
Supported Bush/Cheney spending $4Trillion while giving Top 1% Tax Cuts; ignoring the fact
that taxes pay for wars.
Not only did these Senior members of Congress plot to destroy the American Economy more than it
already was destroyed? They actually carried out their mission:
Every one of these Senior members of Congress have threatened Government Shutdown
over things like:
- Funding planned parenthood,
- Raising the Debt Ceiling which, in-and-of-itself, would cause US Economic turmoil.
FACT 7: During the Debt Ceiling negotiations, Eric Cantor and Sen. Jon Kyl abruptly walked out of
negotiations and refused to renew discussions with Democrats. As a result, America's credit rating was
lowered which put a smile on Republican's faces.
FACT 8: Meanwhile, the 2009 Sabotage the U.S. Economy covert meeting members, Senators: Jim
DeMint, Jon Kyl, Tom Coburn, John Ensign, and Bob Corker have:
- Filibustered more Bills (over 300) than any Congress combined in US History.
- Voted NO on every single piece of Legislation brought to the Floor including:
NO on Al Franken's Anti-Rape Amendment,
NO on Lilly Ledbetter,
NO on Fair Pay Act,
NO on Anti-Outsourcing Bill (2010)
FACT 9: The House members who attended the 2009 Sabotage America meeting have been busy
rejecting legislation that helps victims of natural disaster.
Representatives: Paul Ryan, Eric Cantor, Kevin McCarthy, Rep. Pete Sessions, Jeb
Hensarling, Pete Hoekstra and Dan Lungren have voted NO on every single piece of
Legislation including:
NO on increasing FEMA during natural disasters.
FACT 10: Paul Ryan and these other same failed Congressmen have been on tv constantly chanting the
lie that they were guilty of ... the lie that "President Obama's policies undermine the US Economy."
FACT 11: Other Legislation used to sabotage US Economy
Paul Ryan and the Republicans in Congress refused to negotiate or even discuss passing
President Obama's American Jobs Act that independent economists claim would create 1.3
million new jobs
Gawd forbid Eric Cantor, Paul Ryan or Kevin McCarthy support an actual Bill that would put
people to work building needed infrastructure and provide funds to pay to rehire hundreds of
thousands of teachers, firefighters, police officers and other public service workers that have
been laid off in droves by cash-starved states.
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FACT 12: Paul Ryan and Republicans blocked President Obama's 2012 Anti-Outsourcing Bill - which is
a Bill to discourage the outsourcing of American jobs. Naturally, journalists in India celebrated GOP efforts
to undermine American Workers.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EOjJuQxvPR4&feature=player_embedded
FACT 13: The Washington Post reported that Republicans have made it clear that the Federal Reserve
would face fierce Republican criticism if it takes further actions to stimulate the economy before the
election. The Washington Post wrote that,
Republicans... have expressed deep concern about measures taken by the Fed to support the
economy -- and could be doubly upset if new efforts goose the stock market and are perceived
to work in favor of President Obama's re-election.
Bottom Line: The media has failed ... completely failed ... to acknowledge and report that on January 20,
2009, before President Obama ever took a seat behind the desk of the Oval Office, Paul Ryan, Eric Cantor,
Kevin McCarthy & other GOP Leaders literally plotted to sabotage the U.S Economy by obstructing 'the
People's' work.
The People should be told the facts about that 4 hour covert meeting so the next time they know the GOP
motives when they hear the GOP leaders bitch & moan & spew their BS propaganda -- talking points.
On January 20, 2009, House GOP Leaders & GOP Senators became Traitors against America. It will truly
be a god-damn shame if voters are not told of what GOP Leaders did at that 4 hour covert meeting on
January 20, 2009. All voters should see the depth the GOP will go in order to screw the American workers
and f*ck over America in general.
P.S. In considering whether or not these GOP leaders who plotted to undermine America were "Traitors" I
looked up the definition and decided -- yes -- in my view the GOP Leaders who met in a secret meeting to
plot to undermine the United States are Traitors whose subversive actions were plotted to intentionally
weaken the power of the United States.
Under Article III, Section 3, of the Constitution, any person who levies war against the United
States or adheres to its enemies by giving them Aid and Comfort has committed treason within
the meaning of the Constitution. The term aid and comfort refers to any act that manifests a
betrayal of allegiance to the United States, such as furnishing enemies with arms, troops,
transportation, shelter, or classified information. If a subversive act has any tendency to
weaken the power of the United States to attack or resist its enemies, aid and comfort
has been given
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/11/25/1258263/-Eric-Cantor-GOP-Leaders-Plot-to-Sabotage-USEconomy-in-Secret-Meeting
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